Abstract. Embedded malware is a recently discovered security threat that allows malcode to be hidden inside a benign file. It has been shown that embedded malware is not detected by commercial antivirus software even when the malware signature is present in the antivirus database. In this paper, we present a novel anomaly detection scheme to detect embedded malware. We first analyze byte sequences in benign files to show that benign files' data generally exhibit a 1-st order dependence structure. Consequently, conditional n-grams provide a more meaningful representation of a file's statistical properties than traditional n-grams. To capture and leverage this correlation structure for embedded malware detection, we model the conditional distributions as Markov n-grams. For embedded malware detection, we use an information-theoretic measure, called entropy rate, to quantify changes in Markov n-gram distributions observed in a file. We show that the entropy rate of Markov n-grams gets significantly perturbed at malcode embedding locations, and therefore can act as a robust feature for embedded malware detection. We evaluate the proposed Markov n-gram detector on a comprehensive malware dataset consisting of more than 37, 000 malware samples and 1, 800 benign samples of six well-known filetypes. We show that the Markov n-gram detector provides better detection and false positive rates than the only existing embedded malware detection scheme.
Introduction
Malware sophistication has evolved considerably during the last decade. In particular, due to emerging financial motivations for attackers, malware trends are now shifting towards stealthy attacks. The challenge faced by stealthy malcode is to reach vulnerable hosts undetected and then to stay undetected on the hosts. 'The longer a threat remains undiscovered in the wild, the more opportunity it has to compromise computers before measures can be taken to protect against it. Furthermore, its ability to steal information increases the longer it remains [2] . Under this threat, the attacker embeds the malicious code or file inside a benign file on the target host. It was shown that embedded malware cannot be detected by signature-based antivirus detectors even if a malware's exact signature is present in the detector's database [2] , [3] . In fact, intelligently infected files can even be opened by their respective application software without providing any observable hint of the infection. Intelligent embedding can be further enhanced to allow automatic execution of embedded malcode when the benign file is opened [3] . Embedded malware is potentially a serious security threat and accurate anomaly detection techniques must be developed to mitigate it.
In this paper, we propose a novel statistical anomaly detection scheme for embedded malware detection. Using correlation analysis, we first show that benign files exhibit a clear 1-st order dependence structure which can be modeled using Markov chains. We therefore propose to characterize the statistical properties of a benign file using conditional n-gram distributions, referred to as Markov n-grams, instead of the traditional n-grams. For embedded malware detection, we compute running Markov n-grams over non-overlapping windows in a file. We then use an information-theoretic measure, called entropy rate, to quantify perturbations in the Markov n-grams due to embedded malware. The results of our experiments show that the entropy rate of Markov n-grams gets significantly perturbed at malware embedding locations. For automated detection, we observe that the aggregate entropy rate distribution of benign files approaches Gaussianity for large training samples 1 . Therefore, a statistical range of benign entropy rates can be defined using the parameters of the baseline Gaussian distribution. Entropy rate values outside this range can then be classified as malicious.
We compare the proposed Markov n-gram detector with the only known embedded malware detector [2] using two comprehensive and diverse infected datasets. The first dataset is created by randomly embedding malware into benign files. The second dataset is created by randomly embedding naively encrypted malware into benign files. Both datasets are generated from 1, 800 benign samples (including DOC, EXE, JPG, MP3, PDF and ZIP files) and 37, 420 malware samples (containing viruses, worms trojans, spyware, and exploit codes). We show that the Markov n-gram detector consistently outperforms the only existing embedded malware detector [2] in terms of both detection and false positive rates. In comparison to commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) antivirus (AV) software, our detector provides a significantly higher detection rate at the cost of higher false positive rates. Therefore, we argue that, due to their complementary strengths, very high accuracy can be achieved when the Markov n-gram detector is deployed in conjunction with COTS AV software.
